Characterization of electrokinetic gating valve in microfluidic channels.
Electrokinetic gating, functioning as a micro-valve, has been widely employed in microfluidic chips for sample injection and flow switch. Investigating its valving performance is fundamentally vital for microfluidics and microfluidics-based chemical analysis. In this paper, electrokinetic gating valve in microchannels was evaluated using optical imaging technique. Microflow profiles at channels junction were examined, revealing that molecular diffusion played a significant role in the valving disable; which could cause analyte leakage in sample injection. Due to diffusion, the analyte crossed the interface of the analyte flow and gating flow, and then formed a cometic tail-like diffusion area at channels junction. From theoretical calculation and some experimental evidences, the size of the area was related to the diffusion coefficient and the velocity of analytes. Additionally, molecular diffusion was also believed to be another reason of sampling bias in gated injection.